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their emptiness problem is decidable. We give examples of how this result can

be used to show the decidability of certain problems concerning the

equivalence of morphisms on languages. We also prove a surprising
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1. INTRODUCTION

We shall consider various combinatorial decision problems for families of

languages accepted by classes of automata augmented with reversal-bounded

counters. In particular, we generalize the decidability results of Parikh [18] and

Ibarra [13] that have turned out to be very useful tools in proving other decidability

results concerning language families. The classical result in [18] states that the

commutative image of a context-free language is semilinear, and that it can be

effectively constructed from the pushdown automaton (or the context-free grammar)

defining the language. According to a result of [13], one can decide the emptiness

problem for the languages accepted by one-way nondeterministic pushdown

automata (respectively, finite automata) augmented with reversal-bounded counters.

The proof consists of showing that such automata accept only semilinear sets, and

the semilinear set can be effectively constructed from the automaton.

In Section 3, we prove a general result concerning semilinearity of languages

accepted by automata augmented with reversal-bounded counters. Essentially, it is

shown there that if the languages defined by a class M of automata are effectively

semilinear, then so are the languages defined by the automata that are obtained from

those of M by augmenting reversal-bounded counters. Several examples of M are

given in Section 4.

The established decidability result for semilinearity is exploited in Section 5 to

show the decidability of the multiple equivalence problem of morphisms for a large

family of languages. In this problem, one asks for a finite set of morphisms h1;

h2; . . . ; hk and a language L whether each word w 2 L is identified by a pair of these

morphisms, hiðwÞ ¼ hjðwÞ with i=j.

In Section 6, we apply the result to deterministic context-free languages L and

regular codes R to show that it is decidable whether L can be expressed as L ¼S
i2I Ri for some set I � N. In contrast to this result, we show that the above

question is undecidable for context-free languages and two-element codes. From this

later result it follows, by a result of [4], that if K is a given two-element code, then it

is undecidable whether a given context-free language L commutes with K , that is,

whether the language equation LK ¼ KL holds true.

We also present several open problems that involve the mentioned questions on

semilinearity, language equivalence and commutation of languages.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We refer to [19] or [11] for the basic definitions on automata and languages, and to

[2] or [17] to those on words.

Let S be an alphabet, that is, a finite set of symbols, and denote by S* the set of all

words over S including the empty word, denoted by e. Let w 2 S* be a word. Then

jwj denotes the length of w, and jwja denotes the number of occurrences of the letter

a 2 S in w.

For a language L � S* , we denote by %LL its complement, S*WL, and let Lþ ¼
fw1w2 . . .wi j wi 2 L; i51g be its Kleene closure. Denote L* ¼ Lþ [ feg. A language
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L is a code, if each word w 2 Lþ has a unique factorization w ¼ w1w2 . . .wn in terms

of elements wi 2 L.

The shuffle u

9

v of two words u; v 2 S* is a finite set consisting of the words

u1v1 . . . ukvk, where u ¼ u1u2 . . . uk and v ¼ v1v2 . . . vk for some ui; vi 2 S* . If L and K

are two languages, their shuffle is the language

L

9

K ¼
[

u2L;v2K

u

9

v:

In this paper, a language family will always mean a class L of languages that are

accepted (or defined) by the automata from a class of automata M. That is, if L is a

language family, then each of its element L 2 L is specified by L ¼ LðMÞ for some

M 2 M.

Let P be a (binary) language operation, i.e., P maps two languages L1 and L2 to a

language PðL1;L2Þ. The family L is effectively closed under the operation P, if for

any Li ¼ LðMiÞ with Mi 2 M for i ¼ 1; 2; PðL1;L2Þ 2 L and one can effectively

construct an M 2 M such that LðMÞ ¼ PðL1;L2Þ.
Our main concern are the language families that are accepted by multitape Turing

machines, where the worktapes have restricted behaviour. The storage types that

come into use are variants of the pushdown storages (first in, last out), counters

(pushdown storages with one letter), and queues (first in, first out), the behaviour of

which may be further restricted.

We adopt the following notation: if M is a class of automata, then

LðMÞ ¼ fLðMÞ j M 2 Mg

denotes the family of languages accepted by the automata in M. For instance,

LðPDAÞ denotes the family of context-free languages, that is, the languages

accepted by one-way pushdown automata (PDAs).

Consider a class M of automata, where each M 2 M is a nondeterministic finite

automaton possibly augmented with a data structure (consisting of possibly Turing

tapes with restricted behaviour). Formally, M ¼ hQ;S; q0;F ;D; di, where Q is the

finite state set, S is the input alphabet, q0 is the start state, F is the set of accepting

states, D is the data structure (consisting of k worktapes with alphabets Gi for

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k), and d is the (multiple valued) transition function. The automaton M,

which is nondeterministic, has finitely many transitions (i.e., moves) of the form

ðp; actÞ 2 dðq; a; locÞ;

where

* q 2 Q is the current state, a 2 S[ feg is the input read, and loc ¼ ða1; . . . ; akÞ
is the ‘‘local’’ portion of the data structure D that influences (affects) the move,

where ai ¼ e or ai 2 Gi is the letter that is read on the ith worktape;

* p 2 Q is the state entered by M, and act ¼ ða1; a2; . . . ; akÞ is the action that M

performs on the worktapes.

For example, if D consists of a pushdown stack and a queue, then loc ¼ ða; bÞ,
where a is the top symbol of the stack and b the symbol in the front of the queue or e
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if the queue is empty; and act ¼ ða1; a2Þ, where a1 pops the top symbol and pushes a

word (possibly empty) onto the stack, and a2 deletes the front of the queue (if b=e)
and possibly adds a symbol to the rear of the queue.

3. SEMILINEARITY AND AUGMENTED COUNTERS

Let N be the set of nonnegative integers and k be a positive integer. A subset S of

Nk is a linear set if there exist vectors v0; v1; . . . ; vt in Nk such that

S ¼ fv j v ¼ v0 þ a1v1 þ � � � þ atvt; ai 2 Ng:

The vectors v0 (referred to as the constant vector) and v1; v2; . . . ; vt (referred to as the

periods) are called the generators of the linear set S. The set S � Nk is semilinear if it

is a finite union of linear sets.

The empty set is a trivial (semi)linear set, where the set of generators is empty.

Every finite subset of Nk is semilinear}it is a finite union of linear sets whose

generators are constant vectors. It is also clear that the semilinear sets are closed

under (finite) union.

Let S ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; ang be an alphabet. For each word w in S* , define the Parikh

map of w to be

cðwÞ ¼ ðjwja1 ; jwja2 ; . . . ; jwjan
Þ:

For a language L � S* , the Parikh map of L is cðLÞ ¼ fcðwÞ j w 2 Lg. The language
L is semilinear if cðLÞ is a semilinear set.

Obviously, if a family Lð¼ LðMÞÞ is effectively semilinear (that is, for each

M 2 M, the semilinear set S ¼ cðLÞ can be effectively constructed), then the

emptiness problem for L is decidable.

The following result was shown in [18].

Theorem 3.1. Let M be a one-way nondeterministic finite automaton (respec-

tively, a one-way nondeterministic pushdown automaton). Then cðLðMÞÞ is a semilinear

set effectively computable from M.

We can augment a one-way nondeterministic pushdown automaton with finitely

many reversal-bounded counters, i.e., each counter can be tested for zero and can be

incremented or decremented by one, but the number of alternations between

nondecreasing mode and nonincreasing mode in any computation is bounded by a

given constant. For example, a counter whose values change according to the pattern

0 1 1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1 0 1 1 0 is 3-reversal (here the reversals are underlined).

The next result, which generalizes Theorem 3.1, was proved in [13].

Theorem 3.2. Let M be a one-way nondeterministic finite automaton (respec-

tively, a one-way nondeterministic pushdown automaton) augmented with finitely many

reversal-bounded counters. Then cðLðMÞÞ is a semilinear set effectively computable

from M.
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There is a simple automata characterization of semilinear sets. Let M be a

nondeterministic finite automaton without an input tape, but with n counters (for

some n50). The computation of M starts with all the counters zero and the

automaton in the start state. An atomic move of M consists of incrementing at most

one counter by 1 and changing the state (decrements are not allowed). An n-tuple

v ¼ ði1; . . . ; inÞ 2 Nn is generated by M if M, when started from its initial

configuration, halts with v as the contents of the counters. The set of all n-tuples

generated by M is denoted by GðMÞ. We call this automaton a finite-state generator.

Theorem 3.3. Let n50. A subset S � Nn is semilinear if and only if it can be

generated by a finite-state generator with n counters.

Proof. From the definition of a semilinear set, it is straightforward to construct a

finite-state generator M such that GðMÞ ¼ S for a given S. Conversely, suppose M is

a finite-state generator with n counters. We construct a one-way nondeterministic

finite automaton with n reversal-bounded counters M 0 which operates as follows.

Given an input x; M 0 first simulates M by generating in n counters an n-tuple

ði1; . . . ; inÞ. Then M 0 checks and accepts if the input x ¼ ai1
1 . . . ain

n , where the ai’s are

distinct symbols. Clearly, cðLðM 0ÞÞ ¼ GðMÞ, and therefore, by Theorem 3.2, GðMÞ is
a semilinear set. ]

For a class M of automata, let Mc be the class obtained by augmenting each

automaton in M with finitely many reversal-bounded counters.

We generalize Theorem 3.2 as follows.

Theorem 3.4. Let M be a class of automata such that the family LðMÞ is

effectively semilinear. Then the family LðMcÞ is effectively semilinear. Hence, the

emptiness problem for LðMcÞ is decidable.

Proof. The proof is a generalization of the proof of Theorem 3.2. Let Mc 2 Mc

with k reversal-bounded counters. We may assume, without loss of generality, that

for inputs that are accepted, each counter starts and ends with zero value. Thus, each

counter makes an odd number of reversals. In fact, we can assume that each counter

makes exactly one reversal, since a counter that makes r reversals can be converted to

ðr þ 1Þ=2 counters, each making one reversal (one counter for each change from a

nonincremental move to an incremental move). We show that cðLðMcÞÞ is an

effectively computable semilinear set. We give the proof for k ¼ 1, i.e., Mc has only

one 1-reversal counter. The proof for the general case follows inductively from this.

Let S ¼ fa1; . . . ; ang be the input alphabet of Mc, and Lc ¼ LðMcÞ be the language
accepted by Mc. Denote S1 ¼ S[ fd; eg, where d; e =2 S, and define a morphism

j : S*
1 ! S* by jðaÞ ¼ a for a 2 S and jðdÞ ¼ e ¼ jðeÞ.

We construct an automaton M in M whose input alphabet is S1 accepting a

language L � S*

9

d * e* . The automaton M works as follows on an input word

w 2 S*
1 . M simulates the computation of Mc on w0 ¼ jðwÞ and uses the letters d and

e in w to simulate the actions of the counter: an increment ‘‘þ1’’ (respectively,

decrement ‘‘�1’’) corresponds to reading a symbol d (respectively, e) on the input.
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Simultaneously, M checks that w 2 S*

9

d * e* . At some point during the

simulation, M guesses that the number of e’s read is equal to the number of d’s

(corresponding to the counter becoming zero); M continues the simulation, making

sure that there are no more d’s and e’s encountered, and accepts if Mc accepts.

Therefore, L � S*

9

d * e* , and for each w0 2 Lc, there exists a word w 2 L such

that w 2 S*

9 fdiei j i50g and jðwÞ ¼ w0.

By assumption, the Parikh map cðLÞ of L is an effectively computable semilinear

set S1. Let S2 be the semilinear set fði1; . . . ; in; k; kÞ j ij ; k 2 Ng, where the last two

coordinates correspond to symbols d and e, respectively. The set S3 ¼ S1 \ S2 is

semilinear (here intersecting with S2 essentially gets rid of the ‘‘nonvalid

computations’’). The set S3 is effectively computable, since semilinear sets are

effectively closed under intersection [7]. Now the semilinear set S corresponding to

the Parikh map cðLcÞ of Lc is obtained from S3 by simply removing the last two

coordinates of the tuples. ]

We continue the proof of the previous theorem to show

Theorem 3.5. Let M and D be two classes of automata. If LðMÞ ¼ LðDÞ, then

also LðMcÞ ¼ LðDcÞ.

Proof. Let Lc ¼ LðMcÞ � S* for Mc 2 Mc. We adopt the notations, conventions

and the construction of the proof of Theorem 3.4. In particular, Mc has only one

1-reversal augmented counter. Let K ¼ S*

9 fdnen j n50g, and let L ¼ LðMÞ, where
M 2 M is the simulating automaton. Clearly, Lc ¼ jðL \ KÞ, and, by assumption,

there is an M 0 2 D such that L ¼ LðM 0Þ. Hence Lc ¼ jðLðM 0Þ \ KÞ. Now L�
ðM 0

cÞ ¼ L \ K for some M 0
c 2 Dc, since for the intersection with K we can use one

new 1-reversal counter. Finally, LðM 00
c Þ ¼ jðL \ KÞ for some M 00

c 2 Dc, since for the

morphic image w.r.t. j, no new counters are needed. ]

Note that Theorem 3.5 does not hold in converse. Indeed, for this it suffices to

choose M as the class of all finite automata, and D ¼ Mc.

A simple shuffle language is a language of the form S*

9 fdnen j n50g, for some

alphabet S and distinct symbols d; e.

Corollary 3.1. LðMcÞ is the smallest class of languages containing LðMÞ that

is closed under morphisms and intersections with simple shuffle languages.

4. EXAMPLES OF AUTOMATA CLASSES

We give some examples of classes of automata with reversal-bounded counters

that accept only semilinear languages, and hence, their emptiness problem is

decidable.

We first show that Theorem 3.2 is a corollary to Theorem 3.4.

* A PCA is a one-way nondeterministic pushdown automaton augmented

with reversal-bounded counters.
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By Theorem 3.1, every context-free language L 2 LðPDAÞ is semilinear. Hence, by

Theorem 3.4, the languages in LðPCAÞ are semilinear and, therefore their emptiness

problem is decidable (this is Theorem 3.2).

* A CA is a one-way nondeterministic finite automaton augmented with

reversal-bounded counters. Thus, it is a PCA without a pushdown stack.

* A 2CA is a two-way nondeterministic finite automaton with end markers

augmented with reversal-bounded counters.

We note that the emptiness problem for 2CAs is undecidable, even when the

automaton is deterministic and it has only two reversal-bounded counters [13].

* A finite-crossing 2CA is a 2CA where the number of times the input head

crosses the boundary between any two adjacent cells of the input tape (including the

end markers) is bounded by a given constant.

Every finite-crossing 2CA can effectively be converted to a (one-way) CA [9].

(However, the nondeterminism is essential here, see [15].) Therefore,

Corollary 4.1. The languages accepted by finite-crossing 2CAs are semilinear,

and hence their emptiness problem is decidable.

In contrast to the undecidability for 2CAs with two reversal-bounded counters,

the emptiness problem is decidable for deterministic 2CAs when there is only one

reversal-bounded counter [15]. These automata can accept fairly complex languages.

For example, such an automaton can recognize the language L ¼ f0k1n j k divides

ng that is not semilinear. Thus, unlike finite-crossing reversal-bounded multicounter

automata, these automata can accept languages whose Parikh maps are not

semilinear. The nondeterministic case is open.

Problem 4.1. Is the emptiness problem decidable for nondeterministic 2CAs with

only one reversal-bounded counter?

We can extend a PCA by allowing multiple pushdown stacks.

* An MPA is an automaton that has multiple pushdown stacks, ordered by

name, say S1; . . . ;Sm, such that it can only read the topmost symbol of the first nonempty

stack. Note that without this restriction, an MPA can simulate a Turing machine.

* An MPCA is an MPA augmented with multiple reversal-bounded counters.

A move of an MPCA M depends only on the current state, the input symbol (or e),
the status of each counter (zero or nonzero), and the topmost symbol of the first

nonempty stack, say Si; initially, the first stack is set to some starting top symbol Z0

and all other stacks are empty. The action taken in a move consists of the input being

consumed, each counter being updated ðþ1; 0;�1Þ, the topmost symbol of Si being

popped and a word (possibly empty) being pushed onto each stack, and the next

state being entered. An MPA can be quite powerful. For example, the language

fxk j x 2 fa; bg* g, where k is a fixed integer, can be accepted by an MPA. However, it
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was shown in [1] that MPAs accept semilinear languages only, and thus, by Theorem

3.4, we have the following result.

Corollary 4.2. The languages in LðMPCAÞ are semilinear, and their emptiness

problem is decidable.

Corollary 4.2 was also observed recently in [6].

* A TA is a one-way nondeterministic finite automaton with a finite-crossing

two-way read/write worktape, i.e., the number of times the head crosses the

boundary between any two adjacent cells of the worktape is bounded by a constant,

independent of the computation.

* A TCA is a TA with augmented reversal-bounded counters [14].

Note that in a TA there is no bound on how long the head of the worktape can

remain on a cell.

We show in Corollary 4.3 that TCAs accept only semilinear languages. Note that

if the worktape is not finite-crossing, then the automaton is equivalent to a Turing

Machine.

Example 4.1. A TCA can be quite powerful. For example, let L0 � S* over the

alphabet S ¼ fa; b; c; dg consist of all the words

x ¼ x1aci1bx2 . . .xnacin bxnþ1 where n50; and xi =2 S* aS* bS*

such that

jxjd ¼
Xn

j¼1

cj :

For instance, dacbacaccbdd 2 L0, but ddacbacaccbdd =2 L0. There exists a TCA M

that accepts the language

L ¼ fx # x j x 2 L0g;

where # =2 S. Here M has one counter and operates in the following manner. Given

input x # y; M copies x on the worktape and checks that x ¼ y and resets the

worktape head to the left end of x. It computes the sum in its counter by looking at

the worktape and whenever it sees an a, it first checks that there is a matching b to

the right and that all symbols in-between are c’s. It then moves left (to a), adding the

length of the run of c’s to the counter. The process is repeated until the whole word

has been examined. So far, M crosses any boundary between two adjacent cells on

the worktape at most 7 times. M then resets the worktape head to the left end of the

tape and checks that the number of d’s is equal to the sum in the counter. Thus, M is

9-crossing, although the worktape head makes an unbounded number of turns, i.e.,

it is not finite-turn. Note also that M does not rewrite the worktape and it is

deterministic, and therefore the full power of TCAs is not needed to accept L.

We shall now proceed to prove the semilinearity of the language accepted by a TA.

The proof consists of the two lemmas below, where we say that a TA M is nonsitting,
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if in any computation of M the read/write head does not sit on any tape cell, i.e., it

always moves left or right of a cell in every step.

Lemma 4.1. Let M1 be a TA (i.e., without counters). We can effectively construct a

TA M2 such that LðM2Þ ¼ LðM1Þ and M2 is nonsitting.

Proof. Note that M2 cannot just simulate a sitting step by a left (or right) move

followed by a right (or left) move. This is because the read/write head can sit on a cell

an unbounded number of steps, and this would make M2 not finite-crossing.

What M2 can do is to use a new ‘‘dummy’’ symbol, say # . M2 begins the

simulation of M1 by writing a finite-length sequence of # ’s on the worktape, the

length being chosen nondeterministically. M2 simulates M1, but whenever M1 writes

a symbol on a new tape cell, M2 also writes to the right of this cell a finite-length

sequence of # ’s, the length of which is chosen nondeterministically. Thus, at any

time, the worktape contains a word where every pair of nondummy symbols is

separated by a word of # ’s. During the simulation, M2 uses/moves on the # ’s to

simulate the sitting moves of M1, which is possible if there are enough # ’s between

any pair of nondummy symbols. To simulate a nonsitting move of M1;M2 may need

to ‘‘skip over’’ the # ’s to get to the correct nondummy symbol. Clearly, M2 is

nonsitting and accepts LðM1Þ. ]

Lemma 4.2. Let M be a TA. Then cðLðMÞÞ is an effectively computable semilinear

set.

Proof. By Lemma 4.1, we assume that M is nonsitting. We may also assume the

following: M’s read/write worktape is one-way infinite and that a blank cell when

visited is rewritten by a nonblank symbol, unless the automaton halts directly upon

visiting the cell. We number the worktape cells by 1; 2; . . . from left to right.

Consider an accepting computation of M on an input x such that M uses n

worktape cells. By assumption, M accepts with its read/write head on cell n, which is

blank. Now look at the cell p of the worktape, p ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. In the computation,

cell p5n may be visited several times, but cell n is visited exactly once, on acceptance.

Let t1; . . . ; tm be the times M visits p.

Corresponding to the time sequence ðt1; . . . ; tmÞ associated with p, we define a

crossing vector R ¼ ðI1; . . . ; ImÞ, where for each i; Ii ¼ ðd1; q1; r1; r2; d2Þ,

* d1 2 f�1;þ1g is the direction from which the head entered p at time ti;

* q1 is the state when M entered p;

* r1 is the instruction that was used in the move above;

* r2 is the instruction that was used at time ti þ 1 when M left p;

* d2 2 f�1;þ1g is the direction to which M left p at time ti þ 1.

Note that instruction r2 specifies the input ai 2 S[ feg that M reads at time ti þ 1.

Denote gðRÞ ¼ a1 . . . am.

We construct a one-way nondeterministic finite-state automaton M 0 that simulates

an accepting computation of M on w by nondeterministically guessing the sequence
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of crossing vectors R1; . . . ;Rn as M 0 processes the worktape from left to right,

making sure that Rj and Rjþ1 are compatible for 14j4n � 1. During the simulation,

M 0 also checks that its input is v ¼ gðR1ÞgðR2Þ . . . gðRn�1Þ. Clearly, v is a permutation

of w, and cðvÞ ¼ cðwÞ. Hence, by Theorem 3.1, cðLðMÞÞ ¼ cðLðM 0ÞÞ is a semilinear

set. ]

By Theorem 3.4,

Corollary 4.3. The languages in LðTCAÞ are semilinear, and their emptiness

problem is decidable.

* A QA (restricted queue-automaton) is a one-way nondeterministic finite

automaton with a queue such that the number of alternations between nondeletion

phase and noninsertion phase is bounded by a constant. A nondeletion (noninsertion,

respectively) phase is a period of a computation consisting of insertions (deletions,

respectively) and no-changes, where the queue is idle.

* A QCA is a QA augmented with reversal-bounded counters [14].

Note that a QCA can be simulated by a TCA. Hence,

Corollary 4.4. The languages in LðQCAÞ are effectively semilinear, and their

emptiness problem is decidable.

As noted earlier, the restriction that the worktape in a TCA is finite-crossing is

necessary, since, otherwise, the automaton becomes a Turing machine. In fact, even

in a special case, the emptiness problem is undecidable. Now we restrict the worktape

to operate like a pushdown stack which can push (i.e., write) but cannot pop (i.e.,

erase), but can enter the stack in a read-only mode. Moreover, once it enters the

stack in a read-only mode, it can no longer push. There is no restriction on the

number of times the stack head can cross the boundary between any two stack cells.

This restricted worktape is called a checking tape. We call this automaton CCA. Such

automata without counters have been studied in [8]. The emptiness problem for

2CAs is undecidable when the automaton is deterministic and it has only two

reversal-bounded counters [13]. Therefore, we have

Theorem 4.1. The emptiness problem for CCAs is undecidable, even when

restricted to deterministic automata with only two reversal-bounded counters.

5. THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEMS FOR SETS OF MAPS

Let g; h : S* ! D* be two mappings for the alphabets S and D. The equality set of

g and h is defined to be

Eðg; hÞ ¼ fw 2 S* j gðwÞ ¼ hðwÞg:

The problem whether Eðg; hÞ ¼ feg is undecidable for the equality sets of morphisms.

This problem is known as the Post Correspondence Problem.
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Let F be a family of mappings between word monoids, and let L be a language

family. The equivalence problem of maps from F on L is the problem whether

L � Eðg; hÞ for L 2 L and g; h 2 F.

The equivalence problem of morphisms is known to be decidable on context-free

languages [5]. However, since the universe problem is undecidable for the context-

free languages, also the problem whether L ¼ Eðh; gÞ is undecidable for morphisms

h; g and context-free languages L.

We can generalize the problem to the multiple equivalence problem of F on L:

given a language L 2 L, and a finite set ðgi; hiÞ of pairs of maps gi; hi 2 F for

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k, determine whether

L �
[k

i¼1

Eðgi; hiÞ:

Theorem 5.1. Let M be a class of automata such that the family LðMÞ is effectively

semilinear. The multiple equivalence problem of morphisms is decidable on LðMÞ.

Proof. Consider an instance L ¼ LðMÞ; ðgi; hiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k, of the problem,

where M 2 M; L � S* , and gi; hi : S* ! D*
i for each i. Let

L0 ¼ fw 2 L j giðwÞ=hiðwÞ for all ig:

Clearly, each word w 2 L satisfies giðwÞ ¼ hiðwÞ for some i if and only if L0 ¼ |. We

show that L0 can be accepted by an automaton M 0 2 Mc, i.e., by an automaton obtained

from a machine in M by augmenting it with reversal-bounded counters, and, hence, by

Theorem 3.4, the emptiness problem of the associated languages L0 is decidable.

The automaton M 0 will use 2k counters c11; c12; . . . ; ck1; ck2. On an input w, the

counters ci1 and ci2 are used to find a discrepancy in giðwÞ and hiðwÞ, that is, a

position pi, where the words giðwÞ and hiðwÞ differ from each other.

Now M 0 simulates M and at the same time applies, simultaneously for all

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k, the morphisms gi and hi on the input w (without recording the images

giðwÞ and hiðwÞ) by using the counter ci1 (ci2, respectively) to guess and store the

position pi1 in giðwÞ (pi2 in hiðwÞ, respectively) where a discrepancy might occur.

Therefore, either giðwÞ ¼ u1bi1v1, where ju1j ¼ pi1 � 1, or bi1 ¼ e and pi1 > jgiðwÞj; and
similarly for hi, either hiðwÞ ¼ u2bi2v2, where ju2j ¼ pi2 � 1, or bi2 ¼ e and

pi2 > jhiðwÞj. The automaton M 0 also records the symbols bi1; bi2 2 Di [ feg, and

continues the simulation of M until the input word w is consumed. So far, M 0 has

just increased the counters, and has made no reversals. Now, M 0 checks that for all i,

bi1=bi2, and if M accepts the word w, then M 0 verifies that for all i; pi1 ¼ pi2 by

simultaneously decrementing the counters ci1 and ci2 and checking that they reach

zero at the same time. Finally, M 0 accepts when all the counter checks succeed.

Clearly, M 0 accepts L0, and the claim follows. ]

As a corollary to Theorem 5.1, we obtain

Corollary 5.1. It is decidable for finitely many morphisms h1; . . . ; hk and

a language L accepted by an automaton in M whether for each word w 2 L;

hiðwÞ ¼ hjðwÞ for some i=j.
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In the proof of Theorem 5.1, the crucial point is that M 0 can store the positions pi1

of giðwÞ and pi2 of hiðwÞ, and the corresponding symbols in these positions,

simultaneously for all indexes i. Therefore, the proof generalizes to the case of

mappings computed by deterministic generalized sequential machines (gsms) with

reversal-bounded counters (and with or without accepting states). The following

result improves a result of [5].

Theorem 5.2. Let M be a class of automata such that the family LðMÞ is

effectively semilinear. The multiple equivalence problem of the mappings computed by

the deterministic gsms with reversal-bounded counters is decidable on LðMÞ.

In particular,

Corollary 5.2. It is decidable for finitely many mappings h1; h2; . . . ; hk computed

by deterministic gsms and a language L accepted by an automaton in M whether for

each word w 2 L; hiðwÞ ¼ hjðwÞ for some i=j.

The problem of whether for a given context-free language L and two morphisms

h1; h2; h1ðwÞ ¼ ðh2ðwÞÞ
mi holds for all w 2 L, where the operation mi takes the mirror

images, was shown to be decidable in [12]. We can generalize the multiple

equivalence problem to multiple mirror equivalence problem by specifying that for

certain indices i, we require that giðwÞ ¼ ðhiðwÞÞ
mi and for the rest that gjðwÞ ¼ hjðwÞ.

So, for example, if there are 3 indices, 1,2,3, we might want to decide whether, for

each word w 2 L; g1ðwÞ ¼ ðh1ðwÞÞ
mi or g2ðwÞ ¼ h2ðwÞ or g3ðwÞ ¼ ðh3ðwÞÞ

mi.

Theorem 5.3. Let M be a class of automata such that the family LðMÞ is

effectively semilinear. The multiple mirror equivalence problem is decidable for

deterministic gsm mappings and languages accepted by automata in M.

In Theorem 5.3, if instead of checking giðwÞ=hiðwÞ, we want to check that

giðwÞ=ðhiðwÞÞ
mi, a similar construction as in the above works. Now M 0 applies hi

backwards on the input, and the pi2, that is stored in counter ci2, is measured from

somewhere in the input word to the end of the input. If hi is a deterministic gsm

mapping, then the gsm is run backwards.

There are natural variations of the above theorems, e.g., one might be

interested in deciding the problem, for given L; h1; . . . ; hk, and m4k, whether or

not for each w 2 L, there are at least m mappings hi that map w to the same

word.

Problem 5.2. For which language families is the following problem decidable? Let

L be a language, h be a nondeterministic gsm mapping and g be a deterministic gsm

mapping. Is there a word w 2 L such that gðwÞ =2 hðwÞ?

Note that the above problem is known to be undecidable when both h and g are

nondeterministic gsm mappings. In fact, quite surprisingly, the problem is

undecidable even when both h and g are finite substitutions and the language L is

fixed to be the simple bounded language ab* c [16].
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6. PROBLEMS ON COMMUTATION

In the commutation problem for a language familyL we ask whether LK ¼ KL for

two given languages L;K 2 L. In the equivalence problem for a family L we ask for

given languages L;K 2 L whether L ¼ K .

Theorem 6.1. Let L be a language family containing the singleton sets and

effectively closed under concatenation. Then the commutation problem is decidable for

L if and only if the equivalence problem is decidable for L.

Proof. By the assumption, if L;K 2 L, then also LK ;KL 2 L, and therefore if

the equivalence problem is decidable for L, so is the commutation problem,

LK ¼ KL.

On the other hand, assume that the commutation problem is decidable for L. Let

L;K 2 L, and let # be a symbol not in the alphabet of L and K . Then the

equivalence L ¼ K can be decided, since ðL # ÞðK # Þ ¼ ðK # ÞðL # Þ if and only if

L ¼ K . ]

It follows that the commutation problem is undecidable for context-free

languages. In fact, it is undecidable for languages accepted by nondeterministic

finite automata augmented with a 1-reversal counter, since for these automata, even

with only 4 states the universe problem is undecidable, and therefore also their

equivalence problem is undecidable [10].

Let LðDPDAÞ be the family of deterministic context-free languages, that is, those

languages accepted by deterministic PDAs. The equivalence problem is decidable for

the languages in LðDPDAÞ [20] (see also [21]), but LðDPDAÞ is not closed under

concatenation. In fact, LðDPDAÞ is not closed under concatenation from the left by

two element sets, see [11]. However, LðDPDAÞ is effectively closed under marked

concatenation, that is, if L;K 2 LðDPDAÞ, then also L # K 2 LðDPDAÞ, where # is

a symbol not in the alphabets of L and K . Therefore, by the second part of the proof

of Theorem 6.1, if the commutation problem turns out to be decidable for

deterministic context-free languages, a direct proof of this is likely to be very

difficult.

Problem 6.3. Is the commutation problem decidable for deterministic context-free

languages?

Problem 6.4. For which language families is the commutation problem, LK ¼ KL,

decidable when K is a finite language?

A deterministic finite-turn 2CA is a special case of deterministic finite-crossing

2CA, where the head makes at most a fixed number of (left-to-right or right-to-left)

turns on the input tape. The equivalence problem for these automata, in fact, for

deterministic finite-crossing 2CAs, is decidable [9, 13, 15]. Moreover, it can be shown

that, given a finite set K and a language L accepted by a deterministic finite-turn

2CA, we can effectively construct deterministic finite-turn 2CAs accepting KL and

LK . It follows that Problem 6.4 is decidable for deterministic finite-turn 2CAs.
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We shall now show that Problem 6.4 has a negative answer for context-free languages.

Indeed, we prove that the commutation problem is undecidable for K ¼ fa; bg and

context-free languages L. For the proof we need the following result from [4].

Lemma 6.1. Let K be a two-element code and L be any language. Then LK ¼ KL

if and only if there exists a subset I � N such that

L ¼
[

i2I

Ki: ð1Þ

We note that if (1) holds for a code K and a language L, then the set I is uniquely

determined, since Ki \ Kj ¼ | for all i=j.

Theorem 6.2. Let K be a fixed two-element code. It is undecidable whether for a

context-free language L there exists a set I such that L ¼
S

i2I Ki.

Proof. Let K ¼ fx1;x2g � S* . Let D ¼ fa1; a2g be an alphabet, and define a

bijective morphism j : D* ! S* by jðaiÞ ¼ xi for i ¼ 1; 2.
We first show that it is undecidable for context-free languages L � S* whether or

not L ¼ K * . Indeed, for any context-free language L0; L0 ¼ D* if and only if

jðL0Þ ¼ K * , and the claim follows, since L ¼ jðL0Þ is effectively context-free, and

the universe problem is undecidable for context-free languages.

Suppose contrary to the claim of the theorem that the existence of a set I of

powers can be decided. We derive a contradiction from the undecidability of the

equivalence problem L ¼ K * . Let L � S* be any context-free language. If there does

not exist a set I such that L ¼
S

i2I Ki, then trivially L=K * . Suppose then that such

an I exists. We show that I is a semilinear subset of N (that is, I is ultimately

periodic) and it can be effectively constructed from L. We have jðj�1ðLÞÞ ¼ L, since

L � K * , and hence j�1ðLÞ ¼
S

i2I D
i. Because j�1ðLÞ is effectively context-free, the

length set I of j�1ðLÞ is semilinear, and it can be effectively constructed from j�1ðLÞ,
and thus from L. It follows that L is effectively regular, and therefore we can decide

whether or not L ¼ K * . This contradicts the undecidability claim in the beginning of

the proof. ]

By Lemma 6.1, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 6.1. Let K be a fixed two element code. It is undecidable for context-

free languages L whether or not KL ¼ LK .

Theorem 6.2 suggests the following general problem.

Problem 6.5. For which language families L is the following problem decidable:

Given a (possibly infinite) regular code R and a language L 2 L, does there exist a set I

such that L ¼
S

i2I Ri?

By Theorem 6.2, Problem 6.5 is undecidable for context-free languages even in

very simple cases of R. We show now that the problem is decidable for deterministic

context-free languages.
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If a set R is a code, then Ri \ Rj ¼ | for all i=j, and therefore we have

Lemma 6.2. Let R � S* be regular code and L � S* a language. Then there exists

a set I such that L ¼
S

i2I Ri if and only if L � R* and, for all i50,

L \ Ri
=| ) %LL \ Ri ¼ |: ð2Þ

Theorem 6.3. It is decidable for deterministic context-free languages L and

regular codes R whether or not L ¼
S

i2I Ri for some set I .

Proof. The containment problem L � R* is decidable for context-free languages,

since R* is a regular language. Assume thus that L � R* holds. For (2), we recall

that the deterministic context-free languages are effectively closed under comple-

mentation. Let L ¼ LðM1Þ and %LL ¼ LðM2Þ for the deterministic pushdown automata

M1 and M2, and let A be a finite automaton with LðAÞ ¼ R* . Let # be a new

symbol.

We construct a nondeterministic pushdown automaton M augmented with one

1-reversal counter that accepts a word u # v 2 S* # S* if and only if u 2 L \ Ri and

v 2 %LL \ Ri for some i. Therefore LðMÞ ¼ | if and only if L satisfies condition (2) of

the claim. Since the emptiness problem is decidable for the languages accepted by the

pushdown automata augmented with reversal-bounded counters, the claim follows.

Let then w ¼ u # v be an input word. Then M simulates M1 and A in parallel on u,

and M checks that u 2 L and u 2 Ri for some i, recording i in the counter. Note that i

is unique, because R is a code. In this part M needs to be nondeterministic. Then M

simulates M2 and A on v and checks that v 2 %LL and v 2 Ri for the same i that was

recorded in the counter. This M does by decrementing the counter. Finally, M

accepts if M2 accepts. ]

Theorem 6.3 generalizes in many different ways to larger language families. We

note that condition (2) is decidable also in the following cases (for the definitions see

Section 4):

* L is accepted by a deterministic MPCA and R is accepted by a CA.

* L is accepted by a deterministic CA and R is accepted by an MPCA.

* L is accepted by deterministic finite-crossing 2CA (since the class of

languages defined is effectively closed under complementation [9]) and R is accepted

by a CA.

* L and R are accepted by deterministic 2CAs with only one reversal-bounded

counter, as this class is effectively closed under complementation [15].

However, condition (2) is not decidable when R is a deterministic context-free

code. In fact, we have a general undecidability result in Theorem 6.4. The disjointness

problem for a language family L is the problem whether L1 \ L2 ¼ | for two

languages L1;L2 2 L.
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Theorem 6.4. Let L be a language family that is effectively closed under

concatenation and union with singleton sets. If the disjointness problem is undecidable

for L, then so is condition (2) for codes L;R 2 L.

Proof. Given L1;L2 2 L over the alphabet S, define L and R over the alphabet

S[ f # ; $g by: L ¼ L1# and R ¼ L2# [ f$g. Clearly, both L and R are codes inL.

Now, there exists an i such that L \ Ri
=| and %LL \ Ri

=| if and only if L1 \ L2=|.
Hence, the undecidability follows. ]

In particular, Theorem 6.4 holds for the following cases:

* L and R are accepted by deterministic pushdown automaton whose stack is

1-turn, i.e., after the stack has popped, it can no longer push.

* L and R are accepted by deterministic one-counter automata, i.e., each

automaton has one unrestricted counter.

Indeed, the disjointness problem is undecidable for the language family accepted

by deterministic 1-turn pushdown automata and deterministic one-counter

automata, respectively, see, e.g., [13].

We end this section with a problem for reversals of languages. Recall that Lmi

denotes the mirror language of L. The language L is mirror closed, if L ¼ Lmi. In the

mirror closure problem for L we ask whether L ¼ Lmi for a given language L 2 L.

Theorem 6.5. Let L be a language family effectively closed under taking mirror

images and marked concatenation. Then the mirror closure problem is decidable for L

if and only if the equivalence problem is decidable for L.

Proof. If the equivalence problem is decidable, then, by the assumption on L, so

is the mirror closure problem, L ¼ Lmi. In the other direction, the claim follows from

the equivalence: L# Kmi ¼ ðL # KmiÞmi if and only if L ¼ K . ]

It follows, e.g., that the mirror closure problem is undecidable for context-free

languages, and decidable for regular languages.

Problem 6.6. For which language families is the mirror closure problem decidable?

Problem 6.6 is decidable for languages accepted by deterministic finite-crossing

2CAs, since this class is effectively closed under taking mirror images and its

equivalence problem is decidable [9, 13, 15].
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